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ABSTRACT  

“Weaving Landscapes” is a research through design thesis that explores the relationship between craft 
and design, by using concepts from the material culture, with(in) the landscape. Landscape in this 
thesis refers to the environment(s) in which humans and nonhumans interact. Mean-while, material 
culture is the concept that brings together activities from human society and nat-ural ecosystems 
(natural culture) into one culture. Furthermore, this thesis examines the collab-oration that exists 
between craft and design, which is studied on the notions of preservation and revitalization. Craft is 
understood as the practice of traditional techniques, while design is used as the perspective and tool to 
question, think, understand and develop concepts. The relationship between these two practices, craft 
and design, is inquired through the knowledge in materiality, in making and in the society. 

The context of the thesis is situated in Finland, in the relation that birch bark weaving technique 
has with the natural environment and with the society. This topic was chosen because the inter-
est in this traditional craft in Finland seems to have decreased along with its makers, whether they 
are professional craftspeople or hobbyists. This thesis argues that birch bark weaving should be 
reconsidered because of the concepts and values that it has within the Finnish landscape. The context 
is studied by examining how craft values can be regenerated and preserved while revital-izing craft 
and design practices. 

As part of my research, I have traveled to mid-Finland to learn and research the birch bark weaving 
technique from a professional craftsperson. The trip along with the theory have inspired me to create 
the project “A Dialogue with Birch”, a collection of explorative artefacts. These arte-facts consist on 
canvases that express the outcome of a conversation between my hands and the material (birch bark). 

Finally, with this thesis I want to analyze and empathize with the connections that the Finnish 
society has with the birch tree and its forest. In order to find a way to revitalize craft and design 
I have reviewed craft’s knowledge, values and relationships with the landscape and the raw ma-
terials it provides. By using ideas from material culture, this research appreciates craft as a tool for 
understanding and finding the balance between humans, the landscape and materiality. 

Keywords: design, craft, birch bark, weaving, Finnish craft, collaboration, material culture, craft 
community, preservation, revitalization
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INTRODUCTION  

This thesis, Weaving Landscapes, is a design research project that explores the interconnected 
relationship in which craft, material culture and landscape entail. Through this thesis I want to open 
the discussion by questioning what design can learn from craft while collaborating, and how the value 
of craft can be regenerated and preserved in order to reconsider our understanding of material culture 
and the environment, and therefore revitalize craft and design.  

 

Craft in this research is understood as the practice of traditional skills and techniques, which carry 
values of knowledge of the material, its landscape, and the society. In the meanwhile, design, being 
my practice, is used as the perspective and tool to question, think, understand and develop these 
concepts. The relationship between these two practices is criticized and interrogated throughout the 
text under the concepts and knowledge that can be in materiality, in making, and in the society. 

The context of the case study is situated in Finland, and in the connection between birch bark weaving 
and the natural environment. This traditional craft, on my initial perspective, is disappearing and/or the 
interest on its practice has decreased. There are opinions that this is not the case, that there are people 
throughout the country who still practice the craft. However, most of these craft makers practice it as 
a hobby while for others it is a part of their daily lives as a profession. I have explored and inquired 
into a professional craftsperson’s house and work to research the meanings of this practice and to learn 
about the craft. 

A trip to mid-Finland and the exploration of the material have inspired me to create a collection of  
explorative artefacts entitled, “A Dialogue with Birch”. In addition to forming the production part of 
my thesis, these artefacts are the canvases of a conversation between my hands and the bark of the 
birch tree; which talks about the transformation and interpretation that humans, craftspeople, give to 
nature and to materiality within craft.  
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1. Research Context  

This thesis research began with the mapping and understanding of the possible concepts that act on 
and with birch bark. I acknowledge these concepts and their relevance on the topic, though the thesis 
focuses on the following ideas: birch bark as an actor of and in the landscape (1); as generator of 
material culture (2); as a craft and the embedded knowledge in it (3); as a community or social culture 
maker (4); and as a collaborator of design practices (5). 

 
(1) Landscape: In this thesis landscape will be used to understand and refer to the environment(s) in 
which humans and nonhumans interact; the concept and its ideas will be explained in detail through 
Chapter II.  

(2) Material culture: Under the concept of material culture, human society and natural ecosystems  
(natural culture) are brought together as equal agents when shaping the environment (landscape). This 
will also be explained in detail through Chapter II.   

(3) Craft: The practice and the information that it creates when exchanging knowledge between the 
material, the technique and the society involved.  

(4) Social culture or Community: Is referred to the society directly involved with the craft and birch 
bark; being this community integrated by professional craft makers, hobbyists and collaborators, for 
example designers. 

(5) Design practice: Since the researcher is as well a designer, the thesis recognizes and questions the 
role of design practices in the matter of craft. Specifically questioning its role as a collaborator, the idea 
of collaboration between craft and design practitioners is understood under the topics of preservation 
and revitalization.    

The interest in birch bark weaving began when I discovered that these beautiful Finnish baskets were 
actually made of bark (Figure 2). I had never heard of or seen the use of bark as a material before I 
came to this country, which got my interest. During my first year in the Master program I did a project 
with other classmates about the possibilities of using bark as a “new” material. We explored the idea 
of experimenting and exploring its further possibilities in design, besides weaving and creating baskets 
with it (Figure 3 and 4). However, I have emerged deeper in the subject and in my currently interest 
in the craft concepts and values that birch bark weaving has in the Finnish context. In other words, I 
am more interested in the relationship the technique has with the natural environment and how craft 
practices relate to nature and society equally. 

 
Figure 2. Birch bark baskets. National Museum of Finland. Photography by author. 

         Helsinki, Finland. November 2018.

Figure 1. Mapping birch bark context. Diagram by author.
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The topic of this thesis is closely connected to discussions on sustainability. The climate crisis that the 
world is facing today is one of the motivations behind my research and the big picture behind it all. 
However, I will not focus on sustainability studies nor have extensive discussions about sustainability, 
as I have rather decided to focus on craft in contemporary culture. Nevertheless, craft and sustainability 
are connected due to the fact that craft is the interpretation of local natural resources and its slow pace is 
often understood as caring and empathic with nature. 

 

Figure 4. “More than a Basket” project 02.  
Birch bark as a “new” material. Aalto University. 
Photography by Henna Nuutinen. October 2018. 

 

Figure 3. “More than a Basket” project 01.  
Birch bark as a “new” material. Aalto University. 
Photography by Henna Nuutinen. October 2018. 
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2. Research Question  

How can the value of craft be regenerated and preserved? 

How to reconsider our understanding of material culture and the environment while revitalizing craft 
and design practices?   
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through and by using craft’s perspectives and understandings of the environment. These knowledges are  
presented in making, in materiality and in the society; the chapter ends explaining how these ideas and 
knowledge can be taken as a learning tool in design practices.     

With this thesis I want to analyze and empathize the connections and relations that the Finnish society 
has with the birch tree and its forest in order to find a way to revitalize craft and design practices by 
reviewing craft’s knowledge, values and relationships with the landscape and the raw materials it 
provides. Thus, to appreciate craft not only as a practice that needs to be preserved for its heritage and 
cultural values, but that it can be a tool for understanding and finding a balance between humans, the 
landscape and materiality, exploring and using ideas from material culture. 

3. Methodology 

Methodologically, this thesis is part of the field of research through design, in which the researcher 
is also the designer during the different stages of the research process. Research through design is an 
enquiry structure used by design practices to create evidence and demonstrate or find something. The 
research involves a design project along with the theoretical research, together they lead to aims and 
objectives. The main motivation of research through design is to communicate new knowledge and 
theory to design practices; in it the designer plays two roles, the researcher and the designer in parallel, 
acquiring opinion and theory regarding the domain of the research (Hales, 1987; Archer, 1995; Archer, 
2004). 

In research through design the merged theory is embedded, situated, implicated and engaged (Findeli, 
1998). The research and analysis apply social and cultural perspectives and/or sciences. The commonly 
used methods in research through design are observation, participatory research, interviews, diary, 
media (such as video recording and photographs), and experimental sampling, among others (Jonas, 
2004). Finally, the results of a research through design are mostly a published text and a designed 
artefact that is integrated as part of the argumentation, in this thesis a collection of experimental and 
explorative artefacts has been created to exhibit and complement the concepts presented throughout 
the text; in research through design the outcome can go from a product to an exhibition (Robinson and 
Nims, 1996; Archer, 1995). 

In this thesis, the used methods to explore the topics and concepts were through the reflection and built 
opinions from theory (literature review), supported by semi-structured interviews or conversations 
that occurred during the research process with different experts in the fields of craft and design; some 
of these conversations will be presented throughout the text as a report. Reinforcing with a four days 
field trip to a professional craft maker’s place in Haapajärvi, Finland for studying the context of birch 
bark weaving technique in Finland, this study is presented in a diary form. The researched theories 
and gathered ideas were brought to the exploration and own interpretation of the material, birch bark, 
presenting a collection of artefacts titled “A Dialogue with Birch”.  

The concepts and research are unfolded into chapters through this thesis text. Chapter I: Preserving and 
Revitalizing, discusses ideas on how craft and design have been collaborating in order to preserve and 
revitalize craft practices. Following with Chapter II: Nature and Human which is about how human 
and nonhuman actors interact and the relationships they share under the concept of material culture. In 
Chapter III: A Forest, a Tree and its Bark, the background of Finland and the relationship the country 
has with birch tree and its bark is presented in order to contextualize and empathize. Chapter IV: Project 
presents two different sections; one is the background study of the context done with a field trip to a 
craftsperson’s home and workplace, while the second one presents a hands-on project with bark. Lastly, 
Chapter V: Embedded Knowledge explores the different knowledges craft can bring to design 
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CHAPTER I: PRESERVING AND REVITALIZING 

Through Chapter I the relationship and collaboration that has existed between craft and design will be 
questioned. The chapter focuses specially on the concepts of preserving and revitalizing craft through 
design, while mentioning some of the activities and values that emerged through these collaborations 
and how they have interacted through time. The concepts are presented in two different contexts, the 
country from where I am from: Mexico, and in the country where the thesis and research is based: 
Finland. 

1. Preserving and Revitalizing Craft Through Design(?): 

Context of Mexico  

I want to begin reflecting through the context of my country, Mexico, since this is where my 
understanding of the relationship between design and craft originally comes from. In despite of this 
detour to Mexico, the research will keep its focus in the case of birch bark weaving in the context 
of Finland. Through the following chapters the discussion of values, perceptions, community and 
interactions between design and craft will be brought up. Moreover, I will explain how these two have 
been cooperating through time, what thoughts and concepts these collaborations have created and 
finally what is the possible future for these two practices. 

I will question my own design practice too. One of the key values in my design education was that 
through collaboration between these two activities a new idea and valorization of craft can be brought 
up and that design is the tool which should do it; maybe it is because both share an understanding 
of making. For the past years I have been working under this idea (collaboration between craft and 
design), whatever that truly means. The trend or design movement of collaboration between craft and 
design has been developed and is most popular in countries where craft or artisan communities are still 
very strong, as it is in Mexico. Now, I wonder what else can come out of these collaborations besides 
product development.  

Craft artefacts are still being produced and consumed in the Mexican society. However, craft objects’ 
popularity has decreased over the years, having fewer masters on certain techniques; still some 
remain practicing it as a profession. More recently, designers decided to step in and try to preserve 
these techniques, taking ideas from movements like the Neocraft1. The Neocraft movement is the 
interdisciplinary cooperation of science, technology and philosophy. It aims to determine where the 
crafts stand between industry and fine art. That the crafts become Neocraft, is not only a term, but 
a hierarchy of values which are to motivate innovation, to stimulate subjective ability, to retain the 
authority of the raw materials but of the industrially produced materials too, to question tradition, and 
to take advantages of techniques (Alfoldy, 2007). Furthermore, the Neocraft movement promotes the 
fusion of modern media and technology with traditional skills for preserving and revitalizing the crafts. 
These ideas started to spread, having every time more and more designers collaborating and creating 
high quality designed crafted objects for the daily lives of Mexicans, in this case. 

1“Modernity and the Crafts”. A conference on the future of applied art in Nova Scotia College of Art and Design in Halifax, 
November 2007. Afterwards an essay by Sandra Wilson published by the press of the same college.
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These collaborations between designers and craftspeople promote the crafts and its techniques, they 
also support local economies. But at the same time, these collaborations can end using the craftspeople, 
taking advantage of low-cost processes, traditional techniques and identity. In addition, these 
collaborations bring the possibility of having a smaller production, creating a prototype for testing 
or, giving the supposedly added value of luxury to the handmade result of design products. Glenn 
Adamson (2010), art critic, curator and author, describes how in the more recent years some designers 
have successfully collaborated with craftspeople creating design objects that are handmade, but he also 
questions the high cost that the slow production generates. Finally, he concludes that these products are 
more related to artwork than to design. Adamson describes these collaborations as successful because 
of the results and benefits the designer gets. Regardless, I wonder if they are truly successful, and for 
whom the success is. 

Nowadays, you can flip through Instagram and Facebook, finding multiple projects and design studios 
that go under this motto, design handmade objects or collaborating and helping craft communities. 
Some of these studios and brands have expanded their collaboration beyond design handmade products, 
such is the case of Company (Figure 1, 2 and 3), a Finnish design studio that collaborates with artisans 
from different parts of the world, and Mexican textile brand Bi Yuu (Figure 4 and 5), which collaborates 
with craftspeople from the South of Mexico. 

“At Bi Yuu, we believe that design and innovation are tools through which we can 
create a positive impact in the lives of our partners and clients. We believe that this 
impact, created by our products and processes, gives our rugs soul. Our rugs tell 
stories that are in dialogue with tradition, expressing inspiration and emotion through 
careful combinations of color, texture and form.” [online]

 Both of these examples have positively integrated the community and the story behind the crafted 
artefacts and the making process. But this is not always the case, therefore the design community has 
started to question the relevance of these collaborations, whether they are truly a fair collaboration or if 
it is just taking advantage of the process and knowledge of the craft community. In my research I have 
yet not find a solution or a midpoint. 

 

Figure 1. “Hohloma Stool”. (2012)

Maximum golden Hohloma tradition

Design: COMPANY (Aamu Song & Johan Olin)

Manufactured in Hohloma, Russia.

Size: height: 350 mm, width 330 mm.

Material: Birch, paint, aluminium powder, 
lacquer.

 

Figure 2. “Quilt Dress”. (2017)

Design by COMPANY / Aamu Song

Made by Esther Martin in Intercourse PA, US

Dress making by Sari Manner

Material: Cotton.

Photo by Miguel de Guzmán / 
ImagenSubliminal

 

Figure 3. “With family Balbueno in Izucar de Matamoros”. (2019) 

The Tree of Life sculptures were the first items that got us hooked on Mexico. The family Balbuena Alonso – 
father, mother and their son – has been making tree of life ceramics for over 40 years. 
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Figure 5. “Bi Yuu Team” 

A couple of weavers, who are part of the Teotitlán del Valle, Oaxaca team. 

 

Although I do consider that many of the projects that have been developed under the motto of trying 
to preserve and revitalize the crafts do believe in what they are doing and think that this is the correct 
way of saving the craft community, in my perspective, many might not be doing it in the ideal manner 
or have not been able to find the right formula for a fair collaboration. By this I do not mean that 
collaborations between designers and craftspeople must stop, I rather think that we must reflect and 
consider the consequences of our actions. 

I know that this collaborative attempt can sound strange, because the designer, at least in Mexico, has 
been educated to be the one with the answers or the one capable of problem solving. But we do not 
know exactly how to do so, especially when there are people or a community involved, a community 
that in the case of Mexico lives in disadvantage, for example underpayment, discrimination, etc. So, 
this is where problematics can pop out, like if design is vanquishing craft or if design is really trying to 
preserve and revitalize craft; is it more about the designer and its designs than about craftspeople and its 
craft?  

Design and craft have had a challenging relationship through time, which began with the industrial 
revolution. Although design did not exist at that time as an actual discipline, it is when it started to 
emerge. In countries such as Mexico, design has developed differently from Europe and it was mostly 
brought from Europe. However, I consider that the true identity and beginning of design in countries 
such as Mexico starts with craft. Because craft was the practice in charge of making daily products and 
ornaments that filled people’s homes, it also was the one that solved problems of how to make and how 
to manipulate materiality. This is why I believe that design has a role in preserving the crafts, but at this 
moment we have not been able to find a proper solution. Thus, collaborations must continue, repetition 
and consistency could help find solutions and ways in which designers and craftspeople will have equal 
value and creative participation. 

 

Figure 4. “Allegory 01” (2019) 

Dimensions: 170 X 240 cm / 200 x 300 cm

Material: 100% Merino wool / 100% Cotton

Traditional weaving technique from Teotitlán del 
Valle, Oaxaca  
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2. Preserving and Revitalizing Craft Through Design(?): 

Research Context  

Preservation, according to the Cambridge Dictionary, “means to keep something as it is, especially 
in order to prevent it from decaying; to protect it from decaying; or to protect it from being damaged 
or destroyed”. When we talk about the preservation of crafts, we are implying that such craft, its 
technique, community and maybe material are in danger of disappearing.  
This danger could be caused, among other reasons, by the fact that there is no one or almost no one 
still practicing the craft. This could cause the loss of the knowledge of how to make and manipulate 
the technique’s material. Also, it could mean that the material needed for creating this technique is no 
longer accessible. This last is one of the less probable at the moment, but I think it could become a more 
pressing topic in the near future.

Since the Industrial Revolution, experts from several disciplines have argued that the crafts and 
its knowledge (knowledge in making, in materiality and in society) are disappearing. The Arts and 
Crafts Movement is known for fighting against the disappearance of the crafts and its knowledge; 
which William Morris (1888), its leader, believed was caused by the industrialization, the market, 
and the distance that existed (or still exists?) between the user and the manufacture process. This has 
been discussed not only through time, but through the world, from Europe to Mexico, and has been 
approached through different ways, such as designers collaborating with craft makers. 

When we talk about birch bark being an endangered craft in Finland, some might disagree. Finnish 
people argue that makers still exist, that “they are out there in the countryside” creating baskets and 
other products in community. However, during my research and while trying to approach the Finnish 
craft community,  I found myself struggling, not only because of the language and cultural barriers, but 
also because of the anonymity the craftspeople “out there” live in, as not many people, either locals 
or foreigners, know of their existence. This shows to me that birch bark weaving as a craft and its 
knowledge might get lost at some point. 

One possible reason for birch bark weaving stopping or people losing interest might be because of a 
recent idea that this practice (correctly done) harms birch trees when the bark is removed from a living 
tree and if this tree will continue standing, the loss of its bark may cause it a slow death. (However, I 
was not able to confirm this through scientific sources). Nevertheless, the birch tree grows a different 
kind of bark where the wound was caused (Öljymäki, 2020), similar to cicatrizing, but this recovery 
might not be enough for keeping the tree in good health. Maybe craft and natural resources do not share 
a balanced relationship, and maybe this is a reason to believe that craft should not be preserved and 
maintain as it is but rather that it should be transformed and updated simultaneously with newfound 
scientific knowledge. Though I am not completely convinced that discontinuing the craft and separating 
it from its raw material will help to preserve birch trees, neither will it stop these trees from being cut. 
Instead, it could only diminish a craft perspective and understanding of birch trees. 

Revitalizing means “to give a new life to something”, according to the Cambridge Dictionary. Based 
on this, revitalizing the crafts is to renew the technique, process, objects and so on… in other words to 
modernize. But why does craft need revitalization? Craft, like other fields, in order to have relevance in 
the present and future needs to move towards the new ideals and ways of living that the world demands. 
Moreover, the changes that the landscape may suffer caused by climate crisis will affect the crafts 
and other disciplines as well as the way of perceiving or thinking about the landscape. On the other 
hand, design does not necessarily rely on the landscape because thanks to globalizations it is easier for 
designers to create and think of materials that might not be found in the landscape or environment and 
still be able to create with them. For this reason, design has lost its connection to the landscape and with 
it the dimension of the consequences of its acts when creating new products. How can design, without 
this local thinking help craft to revitalize if it does not completely understand one of the key needs of 
craft?  

Revitalization can happen through a collaboration between designers and craftspeople, creating to 
satisfy the actual market with modern objects that keep their handmade products and raw material 
spirit. But does design only contribute with new and more modern products? Most of these products 
have almost no difference to what the craftspeople have been doing for the past years, since some of 
them only present new pallet colors or more simple forms and/or less decoration. Design’s contribution 
could also be the perspective and understanding it has in the usage of media and technology as a tool 
for promoting and selling artefacts. Additionally, the global insight of and presence in the worldwide 
market that design has might give craft the impulse that it needs in order to be revitalized. 

Design and craft have been collaborating together in the creating process, with an artefact or several 
artefacts as the result of this collaboration. Besides creating objects, a collaboration extends a local 
dialogue that not only emerges through actual conversation between makers, but also through the 
process of making. These conversations nourish perspectives and knowledge that might be reflected in 
both (the designer and craftsperson) of their artwork. 

But, does craft have to become globalized? Craftspeople might not have the necessary tools for 
going global. The slow production of handmade products can become a problem when satisfying 
the interested market. Although, designers can promote and take crafted artefacts closer to its niche, 
whether it is in the national or international market, craft might not be prepared for the market’s fast-
consuming culture. At the same time, the slow production creates a desire (or high demand) in the 
market that has as consequence the raise of the product’s price. Still, promoting and giving craft a 
globalized exposure can help to promote its storytelling. Stories that endorse local community labor, 
local materiality and local culture. Therefore, promoting the importance of preserving and revitalizing 
the crafts.    
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Generally, design is often perceived as a solution finder, in this case, to the problems that craft has been 
facing today and in the past. As mentioned above, these problems can be having fewer craft masters and 
the loss of interest. But, the concepts of collaboration, revitalization and preservation for helping craft 
to reinvent itself mostly come from the idea of what design can bring to craft using design thinking, 
practices and processes. Therefore, many designers consider that design has a lot to bring and teach 
to craft in order for it to move towards the future, which I do not deny; in fact, I do consider that both 
creative practices have so much to give to each other. Nevertheless, through this research I want to look 
at things the other way around and open the question to, what can design learn from craft?   

CHAPTER II. NATURE AND HUMAN 

Often humans try to understand the world and its complexity by dividing and separating it into pairs 
of opposites: black and white, good and bad, and so on. For the purposes of my research, I will argue 
that we have (wrongly) separated the arts from the sciences, craft from design, as well as humans from 
nonhumans as if they were irreconcilable opposites, classifying nonhumans’ schemes into ecosystems 
(natural culture) and humans’ schemes into (human) culture. Therefore, I want to bring into my research 
the importance of thinking about coexistence between human and nonhuman culture as one (material 
culture). This is needed not only because of the environmental issues the world is facing today, but also 
because of the fact that we share space and time with nature. Under the idea that we are in constant 
dialogue with nature, natural and cultural objects and with other humans while living our daily lives, 
that we are all connected and that in order to create a better ecological future we need to understand and 
be aware of these relationships.
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1. Landscape and Material Culture 

There are different ways in which landscape can be defined. In its everyday use, landscape (noun) is 
defined as, “the shape of the land and related features in a particular area” (Cambridge Dictionary). 
In design and architecture, there is a discipline called landscape architecture, in which landscape is 
defined by the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) as, “the analysis, planning, design, 
management, and stewardship of the natural and built environments”, while the European Landscape 
Convention states that “landscape contributes to the formation of social culture, natural and cultural 
heritage” (Karamanea, 2015, p.116). Finally, British anthropologist Tim Ingold (2000), describes it 
as how humans relate to their environments in the tasks of making a living combining the ecological 
domain of their relations with nonhuman (nature) and the cognitive domain of its cultural construction.

Based on the previous definitions, I will define landscape as the sum of natural and cultural relationships 
in and to one site, which reveals the interactions between the built and natural environment. Human 
interactions can be understood as ecological relationships shown in interactions with each other, with 
other organisms and with(in) the surroundings. These interactions have an impact on and create specific 
landscapes, which can be understood as stories. Such stories can be read in trees, objects and artefacts, 
showing natural processes, human activities, and even a combination of both. Thus, my definition of 
landscape is in agreement with what Frederick Steiner (2002, p.1), American ecologist and author, 
described; “Learning to perceive the world as a never-ending system of interactions – that is, to think 
about our surroundings and our relationships with our environments and each other […]–”.

Steiner explains how the world is classified in levels from the most local to the biggest picture, and 
how the relations and the subjects/objects in them narrows or widens according to the space. It is in this 
system he describes landscape as the cultural and natural interactions between these two levels (human 
and nonhuman).  

 
Similarly, Steiner (2002) explores the idea of a different understanding of ecology, calling it new 
ecology, which studies and understands the human culture and its interactions with environments when 
evolving and shaping landscapes. He adds to this discussion the role and impact that design and its 
communities have on the landscape. I will argue that artefacts are part of the landscape system too. 

As Timo Jokela, Finnish artist and Dean Professor of Art Education at Lapland University, says; “The 
coordination of body and mind, and the aesthetics and the essence of moving around in a landscape, 
began to coalesce into artistic activity” (Jokela, 2008, quoted in Gårdvik, M., Stoll, K. and Sørmo, W., 
2014, p. 150). In the landscape we can read val–-ues, such as natural and cultural values, identity, and 
the unity of a community within a context through interactions. These interactions could be interpreted 
through/by design and craft practices, by understanding artefacts (products) as part of the landscape and 
the environment, revealing the wisdom of the places where these were created.  

Material culture expresses the relationship that exists between an environment, which provides raw 
material, the social construction and the understanding of the surroundings within a context. In this 
thesis the context is constructed by birch bark from the forests of Finland. When we speak about 
birch bark weaving, we are not only talking about a craft technique done by a community, but we are 
narrating a part of the history of Finland and its natural resources. We are also talking about activities 
done by the community, just like collecting mushrooms and berries when its season with birch bark 
baskets in the forest; activities that still are done in the Finnish society. 

Furthermore, material culture could be understood as the interactions and relations that exist between a 
community and the natural world. These interactions and relations are manifested through raw materials 
when these are interpreted, understood and taken by humans from their natural aspects. Additionally, 
these natural features are transformed through skill and processes into materials which help practices 
such as design and craft to express. 

If we understand material culture as circular, holistic, then it could be represented like this: 

 

Figure 1. Figurative Analysis of Steiner’s (2002) 
System by author.  
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Figure 2. Material culture diagram by author.
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Ingold (2002) explores the idea of material culture under two perspectives, dwelling and skill; dwelling 
meaning the exploration of awareness and activity rooted in the engagement between persons and 
environment for understanding perceptions and cognition, such as architecture, design, craft and the 
built environment through local and global perspectives. 

Meanwhile, skill shows practical activities, in the field of art and technology (and science) as the 
embodiment of awareness and response by environmentally situated agents (such as humans and 
nonhumans).  

If we understand human relations with the environment through material culture it could be easier 
to see what kind of an impact human lives and activities have on nature, and what kind of an impact 
nonhuman lives, and activities have on human ones. Ingold (1992) is critical on the way we tend to 
think and believe that nature is external to humanity (as we can see in fields like history, sciences, 
psychology, and so on). That humans imagine being/existing beyond the world, specially the natural 
world. However, environments are part of the process of human lives, shaping us and us shaping them. 

As archaeologist and researcher Shannon Croft, and Canadian paleoecologic Rolf W. Mathewes (2013, 
p.84), describe: “The use of birch bark is also part of an interconnected network of social relationships 
and activities, the performance of which creates meaning”. In the context of this thesis and its focus on 
Finland and the birch tree, material culture is understood through the relationship that exists between 
the Finnish society and the network they create with other beings like birch trees, which is shown 
through raw materials and activities like birch bark weaving.     

CHAPTER III. A FOREST, A TREE AND ITS BARK 

I want to reflect on the kindness of the birch tree. To think of its characteristics and elements that 
have abled humans to create with and from it. Lastly, to be grateful of the birch tree for creating an 
environment that helped humans to survive in it. This follows Steiner’s (2002, p.163) question “Should 
we engage nature and be a part of it, or should we separate ourselves from natural processes with the 
goal of managing nature?” Consequently, before continuing through the research, Chapter III will 
introduce thoughts and research on the tree and forest’s background, the importance and a summarized 
story of the birch and its bark in Finland. This will be done in order to understand the context and the 
background of the tree. After this chapter, the research will continue presenting a field trip to mid-
Finland, the project “A Dialogue with Birch”, and the last chapter “Embedded Knowledge”. 

culture

nature (really natural)

nature (culturally perceived)

culture

Material Culture

Raw materials

 

Figure 3. Diagram modified by the author from its original version (Ingold, 2000, p.41).   
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1. Forest

Metsä (Finnish language), means forest, woodland, standing timber.

According to German forester and author Peter Wohlleben (2016), trees are social beings, just 
as humans. The language of nature will be understood within the forest and trees’ context. Trees 
create the site of forests when interacting among others and within themselves. They talk and send 
messages through different channels and senses, delivering signals across the wind and the soil, they 
communicate with other trees and beings. 

Through language and conversations (communications) land is alive and constantly being shaped. Trees 
not only communicate across moving channels, but they also slowly move and change territory... they 
migrate. Not all trees are such pioneers, however the ones who are, have the characteristics of preparing 
the land making it livable for other beings to arrive and establish too. Such is the case of the birch 
tree, which is part of this research study case and the one creating the dialogues that will be discussed 
through this thesis. These dialogues speak about human and nonhuman interactions and activities 
reflected in and through craft, in and through the forest, and in and through materiality.

 

Figure 1. “Naruska, Lapland (Finland)”. Photograph by author. October 2018.  
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2. Birch Tree 

Äitipuu (Finnish language), means mother tree or birch.     

“Together with proverbs and folk poetry, they tell us that the birch has a special place in the Finnish 
landscape and the everyday life of the people. It is also very dear to the Finnish heart” (Runeberg, 1991, 
p.8). 

Birch is a member of the genus Betula - Betulaceae family, a deciduous type of tree commonly found 
in the northern hemisphere. Different species of birch can be seen in North Europe, from Britain and 
Scandinavia to North Russia and Siberia; in North China; and in North America, mainly Canada. In 
North Europe the birch species found is called silver birch (Betula pendula). This tree was one of the 
first to populate the northern area, because it can easily grow in new land. 

Birch is a tree that has migrated through history. Experts say that the birch tree has followed ice, 
because it has extended either to regions where remains of the ice age can be found, or to the cold top 
of the mountains. In the prehistory, it was the first to colonize the land at the heels of the retreating ice: 
“[…] birches have been environmental pioneers, leading the way, preparing and improving the ground 
for other trees, shaping the landscapes” (Lewington, 2018).  

Silver birch is the national tree of Finland, and thus a symbol for Finnish identity. Through time birch 
has provided to the human community as a raw material for creating crafts, societies, landscapes and 
culture. As Anna Lewington (2018, p.9), ethnobotanist and author, writes; “[…] bark and other parts 
of the birch tree have given people of the northern forest the tools to survive, to flourish and to express 
their identity”. Hence, the importance of the tree and the forest in Finnish culture is something that has 
been developed through time and through several types of relationships. 

 

Figure 2. “Birch tree (Lapland, Finland)” Photograph by author. October 2019. 
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Referring to what Owain Jones, professor of Environmental Humanities and author; and Paul Cloke, 
Geography Professor and author, (2008, p.86) say: 

“Trees are a fertile territory for the grounding of such conceptualizations. 
Collectively, they have a bewildering range of skill and/or uses, and they are 
embedded in a plethora of relationships with humans and other non-humans. With 
humans they are embedded in a vast range of cultural, social, technological and 
economic networks as well as being highly visible in local, national and global 
disputes over the “environment””. 

Therefore, there is an interdependency within these abundant relationships that human have with trees 
and the forest. We must value and find the way to sustain these relationships with respect and gratitude; 
to understand that our existing reality relies on trees and its forest from the most basic survival needs to 
the most complex cultural and national phenomena. 

CHAPTER IV: PROJECT 

Chapter IV has two sections, the first one is the compilation of thoughts and events that happened while 
inquiring about the Finnish context of birch bark craft makers. During that time, I, the researcher and 
designer, had the role of a student, learning about the technique through making and weaving my first 
birch bark object. The second section is my interpretation, understanding and thoughts of the material 
combined with the theory and previous learnings, which gave as a result a collection of artefacts titled 
“A Dialogue with Birch”.    
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1. Jaana’s Aitta  

Before the Trip

Due to my frustration for failing in to find someone to teach me or tell me more about birch bark weaving, I decided to take 
action and started calling people. During one of these phone calls I got the name and information of a costume designer and 
craft maker: Jaana Öljymäki. While communicating with Jaana, to make a possible arrangement, I was so excited about this 
big opportunity that I asked her if it would be possible for me to visit her and weave with her for two weeks. For Finns, this 
request can be a little extreme when you do not know someone, but for Mexicans, not so much… In the end, Jaana was very 
kind and invited me to her house for four days, where she would teach and talk with me about birch bark weaving in Finland. 

Figure 1. “Forest”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Day 01_Feb.09.2020 

Train: Helsinki to Iisalmi – Iisalmi to Haapajärvi  
Trip to Haapajärvi, Finland where Jaana Öljymäki lives with her family. (They actually live outside town). 

A Family of Women Weavers

Jaana Öljymäki learnt from her mom Eeva Rutanen, together they co-wrote the first and second volume of the book 
Tuohitöiden Käsikirja, a book about how to make different objects out of birch bark. Eeva Rutanen learnt and began 
practicing the craft when she was invited to join a birch bark weaving course; she attended that course for two years. When 
Eeva’s teacher retired from teaching, he encouraged her to continue as his successor. Eeva became his successor and she has 
been teaching and doing birch bark weaving for the last 30 years. Kerttu, Jaana’s 15 years old daughter also likes to weave; 
she sometimes spends time at the working area with her mom learning how to make objects with birch bark and other 
handicrafts. 

Figure 2. “Jaana in the forest”. Photograph by author. February 2020.
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Getting to know Jaana Öljymäki

“And I hated it, because there was a whole mess everywhere in the house. I couldn’t touch the material, I had goose bumps, 
it felt so bad in my hands. But... now, I am used to it” (Öljymäki, 2020). Jaana does birch bark weaving as a profession, 
selling products at fairs, markets and online (through her own webpage), and giving courses around Finland. The first time 
Jaana wove birch bark was during her studies at the University of Rovaniemi, where she designed a dress for a costume 
competition. Today, Jaana has her own workspace next to her home, she calls that workspace “aitta” which means barn in 
Finnish. This small house building was recently renewed but it was built in the 1940’s and it is where Jaana has established 
her business. 

During the summer, Jaana goes with her mom and dad to the forest to collect the birch bark; before she cuts the bark from 
a tree, she takes a moment to reflect and be grateful for it. The forest where they go is owned by a local wood company 
with whom Jaana has an agreement. The agreement is, whenever they are going to cut trees, they give her a notice, so she 
can go with her parents to take the bark off before the trees are cut down. Jaana likes this agreement because then she 
knows where the material comes from and she does not need to buy from a store or anything like that; they have a special 
cooperation and collaboration. I was very surprised about this agreement; I think it is wonderful that those trees are being 
completely used. Whenever and wherever Jaana gives a course, she invites people to try to create an agreement as the one 
she has with the local wood company.   

Figure 3. “Aitta”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Day 02_Feb.10.2020 First day of working with birch bark 

In the morning we (Jaana and me) enjoyed breakfast together and then headed to Aitta. Before starting to work, Jaana 
explained to me how to take off the bark from the tree. She talked about aika (time in Finnish), paikka (place in Finnish), 
and ottaminen (taken in Finnish). About how these two elements, time and place determined when to take. After that, she 
explained more technical things, such as how to store the material and the needed tools for working it. 

After this short lecture I was ready to start cleaning the birch bark. You clean the material using your hands and fingers, it is 
more like peeling something. First you remove the roughest layer, the one that still has moss and hard areas, you can peel 
as many layers as you wish, it all depends on how thin you want the material to be. For me this experience was more like 
the material telling me how thin it wished to be, I could see and feel how some of these layers just came out softly, revealing 
different colors every time. Whenever I encountered a knot and some moss I wondered if the material was still alive. It is so 
beautiful with its veins and layered skin. 

Once I finished cleaning the bark, she explained how to cut the material into stripes. Jaana told me that if there was a knot in 
the way, I should cut it off or cut around it, so my stripes will be knotless. But I thought they were so beautiful and that they 
were maintaining the connection and feeling to the tree. So, I did my cutting very carefully, saving all the knots, no matter 
where they were. 

Figure 4. “Inside Aitta”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 5.  “Semi-cleaned birch bark”. Photograph by author. February 2020.
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After a delicious lunch we continued working at Aitta. It was weaving time. [When we were working, Jaana got a phone call. 
Apparently, the government wanted to build a pathway that would pass through Jaana’s family land, where the forest is. They 
had been concerned about this… after some minutes she got another call, confirming that the project would not take place. 
She was very happy, because that path would have destroyed many trees in their land. While weaving I realized why Jaana 
had said to cut the knots off; they are hard and unable the material to bend as smoothly as where there is not a knot. Still I 
managed to weave them. After a hard day of work, we went back to the house to rest and have dinner.  

Figure 6. “Cleaned birch bark”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 7. “Cutting process 01”. Photograph by Öljymäki. February 2020.

Figure 8. “Cutting process 02”. Photograph by Öljymäki. February 2020.

Figure 9. “The start of weaving”. Photograph by Öljymäki. February 2020.
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Figure 10. “Weaving Process 01”. Photograph by Öljymäki. February 2020.

Figure 12. “Weaving Process 03”. Photograph by Öljymäki. February 2020.

Figure 11. “Weaving Process 02”. Photograph by Öljymäki. February 2020.
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Day 03_Feb.11.2020 A Forest Experience 

This day began again with breakfast and working at Aitta. I continued with my weaving, while Jaana was doing some birch 
bark rings she had to send to some shops. When I was done weaving, I began the process called patching, which is “weaving 
the outside”. While I was patching, I started to notice that many of the knots I had successfully and proudly saved were being 
covered. I was quite disappointed; I had planned and thought they were going to show somewhere and somehow. Although 
you do not see as many marks as I wanted to, you can still feel and see that there is some liveliness in my first birch bark 
woven basket. 

Figure 13. “My birch bark basket”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 14. “Patching Process 01”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 15. “Patching Process 02”. Photograph by author. February 2020.
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Before lunch, we were interviewed by a local newspaper that Jaana had contacted previous to my visit, for she wanted to 
share “our” story. Then, after lunch, Jaana showed me the forest next to her home (they actually own that land), the baby 
pines and birch trees they planted around 5 years ago is what you see first; once you start walking away from the house 
there is a much older grown forest. We were walking through the forest, looking at birch and talking. Jaana wanted me to 
try to cut some bark so I could know what it feels like. I was uncertain about doing this. First, I did not want to hurt any tree, 
what if I did the wrong cut and a tree died (slowly) because of my lack of expertise and knowledge? I told Jaana that it was 
fine if I did not do it, but we found some cut logs of birch, so I tried on one of those. It was not that hard in feeling or in work, 
it is amazing how once you peeled it off it shows new colors; the log’s color was green, so we guessed it was a young tree. 

Figure 16. “Forest next to the house”. Photograph by author. February 2020. 

Figure 17. “Detail of birch tree 01”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 18. “Logs of birch tree”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 19. “Detail of birch bark cut off”. Photograph by author. February 2020.
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Day 04_Feb.12.2020 My last day in Haapajärvi

This day we cleaned Aitta and finished our conversations. We reflected on what these days had meant for both of us. 
Jaana and I were very happy that we had met and exchange knowledge, and of course I am very grateful to her time and 
for sharing with me her experience and knowledge. We spent the morning walking around the forest once more. It was a 
magical morning, because it was very calm and was snowing. After that, Jaana showed me the town of Haapajärvi and then 
drove me to the station. 

Reflecting back on my trip to Haapajärvi, the most impressive moment during it was to observe how we 
take life from trees, to understand that this act is the foundation of many human activities and of many 
daily consumed-materials and artefacts. At first, I saw craft as a way to connect back to and redeem 
with nature; but as the trip ended, I wonder about the idea that craft also takes from nature. However, I 
do not dwell on this memory, but I see it as a teaching tool that has taught me that I need to think deeper 
about the interconnections between material and nature while doing my design practice. This trip, as 
well, has become the inspiration and background for my exploration and for working with the bark in 
order to create the artefacts that will be presented next. 

At the same time, Jaana’s husband was doing some work in the forest, he was chopping some trees for creating a new 
pathway. Jaana took me there, she wanted to show me her husband’s work. At the beginning I was not sure if I wanted to 
see a tree go down, but I had never seen a tree being chopped (in a natural environment: forest); so, I had to witness this 
common human activity. When we arrived at the site, the ground was covered with branches and pine needles, there were 
some logs, few already chopped into smaller pieces, others still long. Then, Jaana’s husband took the chainsaw and started to 
make some cuts on the trunk; when he did the last cut, the tree started to fall down. That tall beautiful pine tree felt in slow 
motion, taking with it some branches of the neighboring tree, making a loud and quiet sound at the same time (it is hard 
to explain, it is a loud sound because it is big, but it is not so loud because it falls slowly). When my eyes saw how the tree 
along with the other tree’s branches reached the ground, I was shocked and had many thoughts and feelings going on. I even 
doubted about my whole research and beliefs. For a moment I was deeply sad because that tree’s life had stopped in that 
instant. Simultaneously, the wind blew hard, making a lot of sound while passing through the trees. I wondered if it was the 
wind sending a message from the trees, a message of warning.

After reflecting on the event, I understood better the relationship of Jaana and her family with the forest. They have an 
interaction of taking and giving, they both take care of each other. I realized they might not be completely aware of it, or they 
do not reflect so much on it. It is just their way of living (relying on the forest), and it is okay. (Actually, we all rely on forests 
and trees, maybe not in the same way as Jaana and her family). After visiting the forest, we went back to the house to eat 
dinner and rest.

Figure 20. “Chopped trees”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 21. “Detail of birch tree 02”. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 22. “5 years old birch trees”. Photograph by author. February 2020.
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2. A Dialogue with Birch

Is bark, in its material form, still alive? (Figure 23) Trees are expressed in material culture thanks to the 
knots, moss and veins that remain in the bark; these textures and colors from its living phase (a tree) are 
passed into the material phase. This idea is what has inspired me to create the collection “A Dialogue 
with Birch”, using the weaving technique and my hands as tools for communicating with birch bark. 

In this project, craft is understood as the action that expresses the concepts to redeem and the 
resolution in humans’ relationship with raw materials and nature. Weaving is the intermingle between 
manufacture, material, culture and nature; the dialogue and interaction within the material, becoming 
the representation of a cultural tradition and an artefact from the material culture. Weaving grows 
surfaces that emerge from a rhythmic process that seems like a dance or a conversation. (Ingold, 
2000) This dialogue with the material is interpreted as a narrative about the environment that creates 
these objects and the human interactions involved in the processes of creative practices, which are the 
interpretation and skill of such material from its maker. 

Figure 23. “Still alive?” Birch bark material. Photograph by author. February 2020.  

Through this collection, “A Dialogue with Birch”, I want to show the codependent relationship that 
exists between craft, material and nature and question this relationship through dialogue and find a 
midpoint where these elements (craft, material and nature) can coexist and interact as equal partners in 
the creative practices. By understanding how this material moves and translates the forest landscape of 
Finland into crafted artefacts and by using a critical language, I have interlaced different implications of 
the material into and through itself. Moreover, by using the weaving technique as a way of thinking and 
making, I have established a dialogue with and through the birch tree. 

Birch bark is the outer layer of the birch tree; it resembles a sheet of wood; it is thin, and it bends from 
inwards, meaning that what is the inside rolls and becomes the visible surface (Figure 24). Birch bark 
can be flexible and rigid at the same time, making it stubborn or kind to work with. For example, when 
it comes from a young tree it behaves and moves softly; its knots are smaller and more superficial, 
contrary to when it has become of age.

Figure 24. Bended bark. Photograph by author. April 2020.   
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Birch bark is like human skin, it is formed by many thin layers which can be peeled one by one. Each 
layer has a different color and texture (Figure 25). The outside layer is the one that shows the moss and 
the knots; although some of these knots are superficial, others go through all the layers leaving some 
kind of mark (Figure 26). In the collection, some canvases have been peeled (Figure 27), showing a 
more even surface or skin, which is how craftspeople use the bark, while other canvases have been left 
without cleaning or removing any of the layers (Figure 28). 

Figure 25. Birch bark layers. Photograph by author. February 2020.  

Figure 26. Birch bark back or inside layer. Photograph by author. February 2020.

Figure 28. Uncleaned birch bark. Photograph by author. April 2020.  

Figure 27. Semi-cleaned birch bark. Photograph by author. February 2020.  
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The used material (bark) for the explorative artefacts comes from trees that were cut after their bark was 
removed. These trees were part of a forest located next to the town of Haapajärvi in Finland. The forest, 
which a wood company owns and harvests, is situated in the same town. It was Öljymäki who provided 
me the material, and the one who cut the bark off the trees during one of the past summers. 

While working with birch bark, at first, I thought I already knew how to read it, that I could distinguish 
which pieces are easy to peel and which ones are not; in other words, which bark is young, and which 
one is old. But as I worked with it, I could recognize that I was wrong and always learning from it. I 
thought its roughness makes it hard and resistant; however, it is also fragile and can easily break. I have 
learnt to observe and appreciate all of its details, which made me constantly question my actions and 
wonder whether I should intervene it or not.

At first, I intervened a lot in the pieces (Figure 29 and 30), but as I got more attuned with birch bark and 
my relationship with it flourished, I started to intervene less (Figure 31, 32 and 33). As a result, there 
are different expressions and dialogues embedded in each piece. I have interpreted these dialogues as 
some being closer to nature while others are closer to the craft. 

Figure 29. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Piece 01. Photograph by Tzuyu Chen. April 2020. 



53Figure 30. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Piece 02. Photograph by Tzuyu Chen. April 2020.
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Figure 32. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Piece 05. Photograph by Tzuyu Chen. April 2020.

Figure 31. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Piece 03. Photograph by Tzuyu Chen. April 2020.



57Figure 33. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Piece 04. Photograph by Tzuyu Chen. April 2020.
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Every time my hands touched the surfaces of the bark, they modified their textures and colors. “A 
material dialogue created through the trace of the hand and the repetitive labor of crafting, emphasizes 
the potential within these discarded objects” (Finlayson, M. and Hall, K., 2014, p.61). “A Dialogue with 
Birch” embodies the mark of my hands, which were guided by the weaving technique, in its surfaces. 
Every time my hands were cleaning or modifying the bark, my skin was also modified by the roughness 
and dryness of the material. My hands, just like the tree and its bark have marks that talk about the lives 
we have had (Figure 34). 

Figure 34. Details from worked birch bark. Photography by author. April 2020.

Figure 35. Details of moss in birch bark. Photography 
by author. April 2020. (up)

Figure 36. Close-up of knot with moss in birch bark. 
Photography by author. April 2020. (down)

“A Dialogue with Birch” expresses the intersection of birch bark when going from material to artefacts. 
Through this collection I want to show how the material is interpreted and crafted by the society, 
highlighting how it goes from tree, it is reinterpreted as material and finally transformed by craftspeople 
into artefacts. The canvases or artefacts of the collection have an evolutive development, which goes 
from being close to the craft’s technique and material manipulation to distancing from those, moving 
towards a more appreciative and critical process. Through this dialogue, I want to express what I have 
learnt from craft and bring it into design as craft brings into its artefacts what it learns from nature. 

The process within the dialogue is based on the appreciation and conclusions driven by the material’s 
appearance and characteristics. I have improvised the movements and directions that the wove lines 
have taken, letting the material speak and lead the technique. While trying to save or emphasize most 
of its natural forms or what I have interpreted as its living textures (knots and moss) I have woven on 
top, close by, through and next to such features, sometimes accentuating and sometimes hiding these 
characters, as I have been simultaneously trying to communicate and redeem with the birch tree (Figure 
35 and 36).

I have made the previously mentioned decisions and process because of what I learnt during my trip to 
Haapajärvi, Finland. Part of what I learnt from the craft community is embedded in my practice. For 
example, craftspeople’s interpretation of the material and in order to create high quality artefacts, clean 
the moss and avoid the knots in the bark’s surface. Since most of the time, knots bring stiffness to the 
bark, making it incapable to bend and hard to be woven. But as I have mentioned before, these features 
are what remind me of its tree phase and make me wonder if the material has some kind of liveliness in 
it.    
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Finnish design and design-craft collaborations in general are perceived to be close to nature, but their 
processes not always seem to be in harmony with it. The artefacts of “A Dialogue with Birch” show 
the tension that exists between the unprocessed material canvases and the wove ones (Figure 37-42). 
The bark struggles, tries to communicate and interact, showcasing the existence of an unbalanced 
relationship between humans and nonhumans within the craft and design practices today. 

Figure 37. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Details from weaving 01. Photography by author. April 2020.  

Figure 38. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Details from weaving 02. Photography by author. 
April 2020. 

Figure 40. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Details from weaving 04. Photography by author. 
April 2020.  

Figure 39. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Details from weaving 03. Photography by author. 
April 2020.    
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Figure 42. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Details from weaving 06. Photography by author. April 2020.  

Figure 41. “A Dialogue with Birch”. Details from weaving 05. Photography by author. April 2020.  

Thus, is bark, in its material form, still alive? At the beginning and during my creative process I 
have repetitively asked myself this question. Now, as part of my conclusions from this dialogue and 
reflecting back on my experiences with the bark, its tree and its forest I have come to understand and 
perceive birch bark as a living material. Its features and colors not only remind us of trees and forests, 
but they are part of such environment. These characteristics are taken into materiality in order to 
suggest us, makers, that raw materials are part of the living world.    

In addition to the dialogue presented, through and within the process, between the birch bark and 
myself, these explorative artefacts have in them the embedded knowledge that I have come to learn 
during this research and practice. I have taken the understandings and learnings that the craft society has 
provided me about the material and how to interact with it. At the same time, the material has given me 
the knowledge of how to collaborate and converse with it during these interactions. Lastly, these two 
knowledges have come together and added to the skill, which has been established during the making 
process. Ultimately, the embedded knowledge of society, material and making, is what the collection “A 
Dialogue with Birch” is based on.         
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CHAPTER V: EMBEDDED KNOWLEDGE   

The embedded environmental and social knowledge in craft, of how to interact with the ecosystem 
during the process of creating, is one of the reasons I consider there is a fundamental importance 
in preserving the crafts, in addition to the technique, history, culture and identity that come with 
them. Craft can teach design (and surely other fields) how to interact and create a community with a 
culture in which humans and nature coexist. This might sound utopian; however, craft does have the 
environmental, social, cultural, material values (between others), some of which have been even taken 
by design. These values are presented through Chapter V as knowledge in/through making, in/through 
materiality and in/through society. Although these are some of the reasons that can come to my mind 
of why it is important to preserve the crafts, there is still no consensus as to how design should act and 
what its main role is. Maybe this is a question that design needs to keep exploring through collaborating 
with craft. Still, a speculation on a possible integration is presented as one conclusion.  

1. Knowledge in/through Making: Craft and Design

Almost all fields, including art, design, craft and sciences, have knowledge through making. Ingold 
(2000) says that art, (which I extend to all creative practices), should be understood as a way of probing 
more deeply into the world (landscape) and discovering the significance that lies there. Craft and design 
are practices that have the possibility to communicate through and about humans, as well as through 
and about objects, techniques, materials, and landscapes; they can also be comprehended and studied 
through and by different perspectives. Craft and design can be interpreted as a process too, as an 
experience through materials, and as a way of thinking; they are always in motion, not static, and they 
can interact with and transcend other disciplines.

Craft is described as an aesthetic approach to natural science and could be translated into a sensorial 
experience through which it, natural science, is explored (Gårdvik, M., Stoll, K. and Sørmo, W., 2014). 
Moreover, as Østergaard argues: 

“Natural science is keen to “know that”; it is inductive, abstract, general and inter-
subjective. Arts and crafts as a subject, is based on practical actions and to develop 
knowledge of “know how”. Knowledge to be established is specific, subjective, 
intuitive, grounded in feeling and connected to specific bodily, sensations and 
aesthetic experiences. By combining these two forms of knowledge (scientific and 
artistic) […] new opportunities for recognition are stablished by providing a holistic 
approach […]” (Østergaard 2013, cited in Gårdvik, M., Stoll, K. and Sørmo, W., 
2014, p.149). 

The integration of different and contrasting fields can help to understand the sophisticated relationships 
that the landscape holds in order to get more knowledge and to preserve it. Craft and design’s 
contribution can offer different forms of knowledge that is as important and as complex as sciences 
through its making and materiality. 

Craft’s dialect is expressed by the process and material; craft can be understood as the exploration 
(rather than exploitation) of materials, since it has an engagement with materials and its properties. 
George Nakashima (1988), American architect and woodworker, writes how trees and other natural 
resources can have a second life when transformed into artefacts by its maker. He says that the mastery 
of the use of a material, in this case wood or birch bark, is the way to respect and dignify the resource, 
to take it to its second life.

Craft has been the art of making, defined as skill and experience on producing something, the “know 
how”. Likewise, craft values process over product because within the process people are involved, 
creating a community, bringing together a social group under a certain common interest. The people 
are not only brought together for the making, but since most crafts are done with a natural material 
this can also bring them together for harvesting and cultivating and/or taking care of the nature. This 
togetherness creates a conscious society, sharing both natural and “know how” knowledge.
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Design, as described by art historian Rafael Cardoso (2008), is an ongoing process in which there 
is not only the design and first production of an artefact but the redesign of previous objects and the 
maintenance of them, creating then a collective experience that involves a wider network which goes 
beyond the designer. Thus, design and craft share the idea of a collective process and knowledge 
through several stages during and after the creative process.    

Craft and design have the possibility to transmit, through the objects they create, an understanding 
about the environment that surrounds communities; such is the case of birch bark weaving technique, 
which tells us about the characteristics that the material has, its capabilities to storage, to bend and 
be transformed, all of which are translated when communicating with the craftspeople while creating 
baskets or any other object. Besides this, birch bark also speaks about the ecology of the forest where 
it is from, the characteristics of the trees, soil and weather of the site, as well as the knowledge that is 
developed based on the people who have learnt to work-with and live-with the local environment.      

2. Knowledge in/through Materiality: Birch Bark

Silver birch bark has been used by Finnish craftspeople over at least the last hundred years. As 
described by Lewington (2018, p.7), birch trees are: “[…] beautiful, rich in history and supremely 
useful, birches have played an extraordinary yet largely unacknowledged part in shaping both our 
natural and the material culture and beliefs [...]”. Birch bark has been used in different scales and for 
several purposes shaping culture and as a way of living in contact with nature through this material. 
Lewington (2018) describes bark as a fantastic and versatile, multi-purpose material that has enabled 
people to travel at fast speed on water, to create homes, and to make all kinds of essential items such as 
baskets and containers.

The white color bark of the birch tree is given by the component botulin. The botulin and suberin in 
it are what give the bark the characteristic of repelling water. Its whiteness helps the tree reflect the 
sunlight and protects it from heating. When the sunlight hits one specific spot of the bark continuously, 
this gets a harder texture making it lose its flexibility. 

At the right time of the year, in the midsummer (mid-June), and with the right care, the outer bark can 
be removed from a living tree. The outer bark can be split into thinner layers; the thinner they are, 
the more flexibility they have. The inside of the bark has a brown or yellow color (the inside is the 
part that is attached to the log); and the outside is white or light grey. The bark’s color depends on the 
place where the tree grows, the age of the tree and the tree’s health condition. Every bark has its own 
characteristics; its own shades of color, its own hardness determined by the tree’s age, and its own 
length which depends on the trees’ height (Öljymäki, 2020). 

In Finland and in Scandinavia, bark objects have been used to create daily and common objects that 
have shaped homes and life. Nevertheless, bark role goes beyond its everyday purpose; as mentioned 
before, it has had an undeniable importance in the relationship between culture identity and materiality. 
Tutta Runeberg (1991, p.50), Finnish journalist and writer, describes this relation as “[…] combining 
both the holy and the earthly, the sacral and the useful […]”; carrying significance that is shown for 
example in folk poetry such as the Finnish national epic, the Kalevala, which reveals that since ancient 
times Finnish have spoken about trees and plants, its characters and its intimate relationship to nature. 
And more recently in contemporary literature, just as the Finnish author and poet Sakari Topelius wrote, 
“The birch and the star onwards. Often it is ‘the tree in the yard’, symbolizing the security and warmth 
of the home” (Topelius, quoted in Runeberg, 1991, p.51).    

Runeberg (1991) speaks of the potential that still exists in using birch bark, how its usability is 
connected somehow to preserving the natural environment from which it is extracted, the forest. Given 
that craft is so attached to the environment in which it is developed, there is a coexistence between 
them, they move and evolve together. Runeberg (1991, p.8) also says that, “Birch still speaks to us. It 
continues to be used by industry, designers and crafts people. It has an important ecological role to play 
in maintaining the well-being of our predominantly coniferous forests”. Therefore, for exploring and 

use

Society

artefacts or objects

Nature

Figure 5. Models of Technology by A.C. Mitcham, 1978 from Research in Philosophy and Technology. (Ingold, 2000, 
p.298). Modified by the author. 
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using raw materials first there must be from where to acquire them, and that is to have a healthy natural 
environment that can provide them. In this way preserving the biodiversity of nature is to preserve the 
plurality of materials. 

Craft, according to Adolf Loos (1898), Austrian architect, is described as the mastery of materials. Loos 
differentiates craft’s work (labor) value from material value, putting as craft’s work value above the 
raw material’s value. Some might agree with Loos or perceive craft as merely a technique; for example, 
Öljymäki (2000) understands craft and sees the value on skill. She co-wrote the book Tuohitöiden 
Käsikirja with Eeva Rutanen in order to preserve birch bark weaving technique, because Öljymäki 
thinks that there is more importance on the skill being taught and continuing rather than the used 
material. Now, I think differently; for me, material and technique should have equal value, although I 
understand the importance and perspective of Öljymäki and Loos.  

Twentieth century Japanese craft promoter , Sōetsu Yanagi (1927) says that humans and their work 
should be free and friendly to nature, rather than trying to master; and given that (raw) material comes 
from nature, then craft becomes a synonym of natural material, relying its value in the interconnection 
that exists between these two. Due to the fact that it is nature, local nature, the one that shapes craft, 
he points that, “May we not accept crafts as generally being local? Crafts are born where the necessary 
raw materials are found. The closer we are to nature the safer we are […]”. It is of course possible that 
we have been studying these interactions and relationships wrongly, believing that it is the human act 
--that is, design and craft--, the main activity which has humans interacting and creating artefacts that 
will relate to context and culture, taking nature some part in this process. When the main actors are the 
interactions and exchanges that exist between human and nonhuman, which then, through process will 
create landscapes that embody culture and communities. There will be a balance between taking from 
nature and creating with nature emphasizing our co-existence with nonhumans under one culture and as 
one community.

If we take the example of crafts, there is an appreciation and skill which require time and thought. 
Likewise, there is a needed patience in waiting for the right time to obtain the raw material. Most 
craftsmen get the materials by themselves (or used to), which means, most of them know how and 
where to obtain them; what is needed for them to grow and when is the right time for collecting them. 
In this way, a relationship is created because there is an interaction between the natural space and the 
workshop space. Just as Peter J. Wilson (1988, p.21), artist and educator, wrote: 

“[…] through objects or feature – plants and fungi, waterholes and hills – that 
cultural knowledge is transmitted. These objects would accordingly figure as 
vehicles, or carriers, for meaning that are, so to speak, ‘pined on’, and that together 
constitute a specific cultural worldview or cosmology”.

Culture is not only on social activities and is not only transmitted through and by humans, but nature 
can also transmit and carry with it social and cultural actives creating a form of natural knowledge. 

A Chronicle on Natural Knowledge: Recapitulating a Conversation with Eriko Arai.

Meeting with PhD second year student Eriko Arai, Program in Cultural Resource Management, from Human and Social 
Administration Department of the Kanazawa University in Kanazawa, Japan. 

Arai has been learning about the weaving technique of the Ohara basket for the past months, she has also been learning 
about the forest and the context area of the Ohara basket. She’s been sharing this knowledge with the last craftsmen left in 
Ohara (the town). He is the last person to know the technique and about the raw material, how to collect and prepare it. The 
raw material is a tree.

At some point, she shared her concerns about how intangible heritage is being preserved. She said that in Japan, the place 
where she grew up and has lived, the government and institutions have only been taking care of heritage under the scope 
of craftsmen (technique and intangible knowledge), and the final product, forgetting about where the raw material comes 
from. In other words, no attention has been given to the context and the natural resources that feed the product and give 
knowledge about the material, sharing this belief, we highlighted the importance of restoring our knowledge about nature 
and the relationship we have with it, as well as the power and importance it has in crafts. If there is no nature then there is 
no material to collect; therefore, crafts are impossible to produce.

Design and craft have traditionally been understood as social practices which are linked to history, 
human culture and human identity, without taking into consideration the role that nature and the 
environment have in the two practices. Without raw materials there would be no techniques, nor crafts 
and then culture would be considered as only human; which would be and is wrong because nature 
cannot be taken as a separate matter. Is there any value in a technique without materiality? I argue that 
we cannot discuss about natural material-based crafts or practices without talking about the natural 
material and nature itself. Craft and design are material-based practices that cannot be studied and 
researched without the full understanding of the whole network they are part of. 

Figure 6. Concept explanation by Arai, 2019.

Natural Heritage Knowledge Intangible Cultural Heritage
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3. Knowledge in/through Society: Craft Makers

Morris (1888) understood crafts as a creative expression unfolding in time and space, whose knowledge 
should be spread through education, being this last one the way of transmitting crafts and its knowledge 
through society and creating—through this process—a community. Morris believed that crafts were 
rooted in the popular, and that makers were not only creators but users as well. His legacy lies in his 
conception of the crafts as a practice shared by a network of makers exchanging technique and personal 
experiences. 

Yanagi (1927) defines crafts as daily objects made by people for people. He categorizes crafts in two 
different levels, individualistic crafts and social crafts. Under the individualistic crafts are the ones 
made in a similar way as art, “artist crafts”; while the social crafts are the ones that focus on objects 
for the people and their daily lives, called “folkcrafts”. He determines that folkcrafts should be done 
in a large quantity, which are cheap and for the masses. For Yanagi repetition is what creates tradition; 
so, the decline of the crafts is not only in industrialization, but in individualism. Therefore, he believes 
that society has an important role in the “salvation” of crafts. Craft should reach people and create 
community, which is where the value of craft resides. The question is now whether this craft community 
is built by professionals, by hobbyists, or by both. If we review what Yanagi says about repetition 
creating tradition, then it might be that hobbyists do have a role in preserving crafts, given that it is 
them who practice a technique until they master it.

Howard Risatti (2007), art theorist, historian and author, describes craft (I will add design too) as social 
implications. He states that craft’s understanding is in the hand and in the dialogue it has with the 
material during the process; he says that this interaction is what shapes our conception and attitudes 
towards things and societies. Additionally, Risatti says that the human values are reflected through 
craft, design and fine art, and he defines this as the social life of craft objects. Craft is a profession that 
not necessarily has a degree validation. This gives the possibility to anyone to become a craft maker. 
Due to the fact that craft has no professional restriction nor validation, two types of communities 
are developed, the ones who master a technique and make a living out of it, being professional craft 
makers; and the ones who do it as an extra activity, being the hobbyists.   

 As we can understand, society adds value and is one of the main characters in preserving and 
revitalizing craft. Society not only has a role in craft but in design too. Design’s society is built by 
professionals, meaning that a designer in order to be called as such has degree studies from a certain 
university, this gives them a status in society. Though, not every designer studied design as such, there 
are designers with architecture or artistic backgrounds, but still most of them have a university degree. 

Adamson (2007) claims that it is the hobbyists that has the lowest perception of craft. He says that 
some techniques have passed from being a profession, —because of time and industrialization—, to 
becoming hobby crafts that people do at home in their spare time. Moreover, Adamson (2007, p.141) 
states that a division must be made: 

“In practice, though, the line between the two (hobbyist and professional) is often 
a blurred one. The boundary must constantly be policed, both through the power of 
institutions and the maintenance of skill or conceptual difficulty among individual 
professionals. Some have even argued that the upward pressure of amateurs is a 
primary means of propelling creative fields forward”.

As it has been shown, Adamson does think that the values of craft can be changed by the perception it is 
given in society. So far, I have noticed is that a hobby and a professional craft share or could share the 
same possibility to spread the knowledge. And it might be that the hobbyist’s communities are the ones 
preserving certain craft techniques, in a certain level. While researching this topic, I began to wonder if 
birch bark weaving is perceived as a professional and “serious” craft technique or if it is or had become 
a hobby; and if this made a difference in the values and standards of it. 

The difference between craft being a hobby or a profession is less clear to me at this moment. Before 
starting my thesis research, I had the same opinions as Adamson, that is, hobbyists and professional 
craftspeople are not the same and hobbyist do diminish the value of craft and give a bad perception of 
this profession. Right now, it is hard to tell. Now, as a result of my research I have begun to understand 
the value that hobbyists might bring to the craft community and to the idea of preserving crafts. Maybe 
a hobbyist is not able to create a new product and revitalize a technique, but for sure it is capable of 
imitating and perfecting the technique of its interest. Therefore, their importance and relevance on the 
craft society as well as their role as craft preservers should be reconsidered.  

Consequently, according to these values and understandings of craft, there is no real difference 
between a hobbyist and a professional craft maker. On the contrary, it could be said that the hobbyist 
has an important role in preserving crafts in society. Although the question now would be, what about 
the knowledge that exists in interacting with the society and materiality? Do hobbyists create this 
connection? 

What about birch bark weaving, is it still a social activity? Or has it become a hobby, people learning 
from the internet or other sources by themselves. Is the knowledge being shared and spread? Öljymäki 
(2000) explains how there are other birch bark makers around Finland, but they do not know each other, 
maybe some of them might have personally met but this is very rare. She says it is because craftspeople 
keep it local. Moreover, Öljymäki thinks that hobbyists are usually “quiet” about their work, meaning 
they do not share or expose their work, that is why it is hard to know about them. She gave the example 
of her mother, Eeva Rutanen, who has been gathering and working with the same group of people for 
the last 30 years. 

Nevertheless, Öljymäki worries for the reputation of the material, birch bark. She says that there 
are some hobbyists who do not know the material very well, its properties and behavior; neither the 
technique. So, they make low quality products and she thinks that people will blame the material 
instead of the maker when a product breaks or tears nor lasts long, as it is supposed to. Still Öljymäki 
values hobbyists as she values professionals like her. Finally, she recognizes the possibility to create 
some kind of network or community, if only she knew about other craft makers. 
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Finland’s aspiration to equal society and according to my two years’ experience in this country I have 
come to understand that Finnish community tries to make no distinction neither separate professionals’ 
craftspeople from hobbyists. Still there is some work to be done for creating and broaden a crafts’ 
network which could be accessible for any maker, professional or hobbyists, or any other person 
interest in the crafts. 

 

4. Craft’s Knowledge as a Design Tool 

Today, in the design discipline, there has been a curiosity on creating new materials, but we need to 
be critical about this subject and question if what we really need is more materials. Maybe instead of 
creating new things we should be questioning the way we consume and think of materiality and which 
value we truly give to it. Is the answer to this problem in the rediscovering of nature through crafts?

Curator Paola Antonelli (1998) frames a shift in terms of problem solving and points that the designer’s 
interests in materials is what has motivated them to develop a craft-based practice; she says that 
“craftsmanship is no longer reactionary”, meaning craft is no longer only related to going back in time 
(cited in Adamson 2007). This had been said before by Branzi, Italian architect, in 1984, pointing that 
the artisan culture is meant for experimentation and that that is where the future of craft is (Branzi, 
1984). Experimentation through a hands-on approach has been part of the craft culture for long now, 
and it has played an important part in design as well. I agree with Antonelli and Branzi, the interest in 
materials and its exploration is something we see more as part of design practices. Through innovation 
and research designers are trying to find a better way to create without causing harm, consequently 
material exploration is something we see even more.  

Maybe by looking at the past – craft – and its culture of making we can move to a better future. At the 
moment we are facing times of massive consumption, when everything is accessible, distancing us 
from our surroundings, clustering ourselves into an artificial world. This is alienating us not only from 
the outside world, but from the understanding and communication with nature; which is removing the 
knowledge that our ancestors have had for generations. Knowledge from crafts and nature could bring 
new opportunities and a holistic approach on connecting ecosystems and better understanding of the 
landscape and the relations on it. 

Grayson Perry (2006, p.553), artist and ceramist, speaks of a resurrection of craft, since the future must 
become green again, and the handmade and local craft might be the answer for it. Perry argues:

“Maybe in the future the distinctiveness that consumerism promises will be 
concentrated not on choice but on consummation. Maybe ethical concerns will force 
us to turn to local craftsmen to give added value to our status-defining objects […] 
maybe people will collaborate with skillful designer/maker. Together they can work 
on producing the perfect artefact that fulfils their functional needs and reflects their 
values […]”. 

Therefore, craft, its values and knowledges will guide and help design to restore the landscape.

If we think of the design perspective, design has been trying to redeem and preserve the natural 
environment in which humans live. At the same time, design has been trying to create a relationship 
with craft, and I believe the strong connection that exists between these two creative practices and 
processes is inevitable. Why do not we join these two movements and try to learn from the crafts in 
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order to preserve nature? As Adamson (2010, p.139) says, “And if we adopt a broad conception of craft, 
including art, design, industry and ritual, then we begin to sense that what we have on our hands is not 
a well-kept garden, but a rich and varied landscape”. Collaborating in order to preserve or trying to 
preserve a technique will also help with the preservation and valorization of nature.

Designers have recently started to think beyond human-centered design, but I think it still has a lot of 
ground to research on for creating many future possibilities in/for the praxis. Design is starting to find 
changes within its field, it is taking a look to collaborate with other fields, not just craft, to keep adding 
practices and learn from them. But it also needs to take some time to reflect on what it has done and 
where it wants to be in the future. Given that design is linked to technology and the modern way of 
producing, it is always moving, faster and faster as does the modernization and the advances in society. 
These are times to stop and take a minute to reflect before acting and before launching. To interact at 
another pace, to listen carefully to nature. Finally, if design wants to keep existing in a material world, it 
needs to learn from craft, and perceive “slow motion” as a value.

Cardoso (2008) recognizes a change in design, saying that today the discipline is moving back to the 
idea of collective society and acknowledging its responsibilities with the landscape. He opens the 
question to “why design?” rather than to “what to design?”, and he sees that the future of craft and 
design is to become synonyms. New/Future design should continue its postdisciplinary concepts, 
combining values, ideals and concepts from craft practices until they merge and become one practice 
that collaborates and helps to communicate and create for the landscape. Maybe in the future design and 
craft will merge into one. Both will question the creative practices and will try to go together towards 
a future in which human and nonhuman relationships have better understanding and empathy between 
them. 

Furthermore, is the revitalization of craft in the field of experimentation and research? Adamson (2013) 
analyzes this idea and suggests that craft practices could be involved in the investigation of materials 
and the investigation of developing techniques. To these ideas I would also add research through 
design, letting craft and design experiment as one on exploring materiality, thinking and reflecting on its 
impacts and conversations while making. 

A Chronicle on Craft, Future and Design: Recapitulating a Conversation

A craft theorist wishing to stay anonymous.  

This person explained to me how craft and design have interacted in Finland. She said that from the 1900’s to the 2000’s 
the collaboration between craft and design was mostly that the designer created the idea and the craftspeople produced it. 
Around the 1990’s something changed, she says there is no research, or anything written about what actually happened in 
those years, but then the craftspeople´s mentality and behavior changed. She said - craft did not want to collaborate with the 
designer anymore, the craft communities wanted to create and produce by themselves.  
Does this mean that the designer and the craftspeople will become one? 

She believes part of this change and what could have been the breaking point was digitalization and the beginning of the 
blog. Blogging helped craft communities to expose themselves and present their work. This was also part of craft moving 
towards the modern times, through digitalization.

Now, from the 2000’s on we are living those changes, and it is the beginning of what craft will become for the next 100 years. 

She described the present time as a time to be creative, that people just want to produce and create. She is also grateful that 
research has become part of the craft practices and pointed that this makes it clear and visible that craft is good and growing 
(at least in the Nordic countries). That there is a power in craft and research, and this power grows when we add other 
types of knowledge, like design – being together. Craft is the tool that connects the past and research will lead it towards the 
future.

– Tradition can come from everywhere and can be put (translated) into anything (a craft, a technique) –.

People have been wondering for more than hundred years, how to pass on tradition. But at the same time, traditional and 
strict traditional techniques and objects are not attractive to the public anymore, it is the own ideas and interpretations of 
the maker what people want to experience.  

Being part of research does not mean that these two practices will stop making artefacts. It just means 
that these two practices have started to realize that there is thinking and knowledge in them that can 
bring to the world more than just artefacts. Moreover, that the materiality that exists in them can bring 
awareness and empathy from the natural world to the material world. Going back to what Cardoso 
(2008) said, craft and design might become synonyms or one discipline. Maybe the idea of preserving 
and revitalizing craft is more at the conceptual level, meaning that it is all about the knowledge that is 
embodied in craft and what it brings to design.

 

1900’s 
2000’s 

2020 ? 

Figure 7. Finland’s Design and Craft Timeline by Anonymous, 2020.  
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CONCLUSION   

This thesis project “Weaving Landscapes” has presented how the traditional Finnish craft of birch bark 
weaving relates to the forest landscape and the society, whether it is built by professional makers and/
or by hobbyists. The context was explored in order to understand how the creative practices of craft 
and design are developed in a material culture so that humans and nonhumans find a way to coexist in 
harmony under these practices and their processes.   

This thesis is a research through design project that has presented how the theoretical background has 
nourished and given the bases to develop the project “A Dialogue with Birch”. This theory has come 
not only from the literature review but from engaging into the Finnish society through a field trip to 
Haapajärvi, Finland, where I learnt about birch bark weaving and how to do the technique from a 
professional maker. Moreover, all this knowledge has provided the necessary tools to question and be 
critical towards design and craft. 

“A Dialogue with Birch” is a collection of explorative artefacts that expresses the relationship that 
exists between craft, material and nature. Through this dialogue I want to question such relationship 
and find a midpoint in which makers, materials and nature can coexist as equal partners in the creative 
practices. I have established a dialogue, using my hands and reflections, in order to communicate with 
birch bark and its tree. During this process I have question my actions and wonder about the liveliness 
that the bark has in it, appreciating it as alive due to its features and behaviors. The process was guided 
by the material and the craft knowledge that I acquired from the craft community. 

Craft has been understood as a traditional skill and technique that has in it, the embedded knowledge 
in/through making, in/through the society and in/through materiality. These three knowledges were 
broken down and analyzed through the last chapter. These three ideas have been understood as the 
base for a design tool that can provide the necessary implements to redeem with nature. Then design 
has been taken as a critical tool which questions itself, craft, and the relationship that these two 
practices (craft and design) have with the landscape.

This research has understood landscape as the environment in which humans and nonhumans interact 
under one culture. Such culture has been explained through the concept of material culture, which 
is when human society and natural ecosystems (natural culture) are brought together as equal agents 
when shaping the landscape. Furthermore, the concept of material culture has given the bases to 
explore craft as a tool for understanding and finding a balance between humans, the environment and 
materiality.  
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Design and craft were also analyzed and discussed on the theme of collaboration, which was closely 
studied under the concepts of preservation and revitalization through two different contexts (Mexico 
and Finland). The ideas of preserving and revitalizing were brought up because of my understanding 
and opinion that birch bark weaving preservation needs to be reconsidered in the context of Finland. 
Finally, the idea of revitalization has not only been evaluated towards craft but in design too. Since 
design and craft need to reconsider their processes and impact in nature. 

As presented at the end of this thesis, we should consider the idea of merging craft and design to be 
critical and bring awareness of the codependent relationship that creative practices and nature have. By 
using principles from the material culture, through and within the embodied knowledge in design and 
craft we makers could be more conscious of the effects that the processes of our practices have in the 
landscape. 
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